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Chubby Turner’s positive nature has been vital in
helping Constance Jaeggi rise through the ranks of
NCHA non-pro cutting. He’s not only her coach, he
has been like a surrogate dad since she came to
the United States from Switzerland in 2009.
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NATURAL ABILITY IS A GIFT. WHEN DESIRE,
opportunity and hard work are combined with inherent talent, the result is
often outstanding.
Yet, it’s the balance of those components that really matters.
Chubby Turner perhaps knows this
better than anyone. A regular fixture in
cutting horse competition and a past
National Cutting Horse Association
president, Chubby has seen his share in
the past 40 years. Yet, for the past
decade, this NCHA Hall of Fame rider
with nearly $2.5 million in earnings,
has spent his days coaching and honing
the skills of a rider whom he says is one
of the most natural he’s ever seen.
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Dual R Smokin did his part to raise Constance Jaeggi’s non-pro earnings to more
than $84,000 in 2010. The stallion’s record tops $200,000 in NCHA earnings and
the Dual Rey son is now the J5 Ranch’s signature sire.

Constance Jaeggi (pronounced yayghee) dips her head and very nearly
blushes at the compliment. She doesn’t
deny it, however, because once she
began riding cutting horses, she knew
she was where she was supposed to be.
Getting to the next step was another
matter altogether.

Unlikely Discovery
IT ALL BEGAN WITH A SIMPLE BIKE RIDE.

In 2004, Constance’s dad, Daniel, cycled
past the gate of Charmot Quarter Horses
in nearby Bons-en-Chablais, France, just
across the border from the Jaeggi home
outside Geneva, Switzerland. That the
tiny town in southeast France would be
home to American Quarter Horses was a
rarity. Rarer still is that these Quarter
Horses cut.
“I always wanted horses, from the
time I was a little girl,” says Constance,
who, fluent in German, French and
English, speaks with only the slightest
trace of an accent. “When my dad met
Isaline and Andre, I was 14. I had taken
riding lessons not far from our home,
but didn’t like it. The schooling horses
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weren’t any good and the instructor just
yelled all the time. I wanted to find
something else.”
Daniel discovered that trainers Isaline
and Andre Charmot not only had nice
horses, they were the kind of people he
believed he could trust his horseobsessed daughter with, and cutting
turned out to be “it” for her. Under the
supervision of Isaline, Constance did
what cutters do, jogged and loped in
circles, learning how to sit the horse and
become accustomed to its ability to
track and work cattle. That summer,
she scored her first NCHA points on a
palomino mare named Beauty Dee
Clarks, tying for second and winning
five dollars and a penny.
The 2008 NCHA Futurity would be
the second defining moment for the
teenager – and one that would change
the course of her life, perhaps forever.
That December, she and her dad would
meet Chubby, who brokered the sale of
A Christa Cat by High Brow Cat and
out of the Smart Little Lena mare Smart
Little Christa. With that purchase, the
Jaeggis hit it off with the silver-haired
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trainer who continued to show the bay
mare at the NCHA World Finals. Soon,
Daniel invited him to Europe to judge
and headline a clinic in Bons-enChablais, where Chubby would get his
first look at Constance on a horse.
“When I saw her ride, I was like
‘Whoa.’ I was amazed at how much talent she had and thought she had been
riding all of her life,” Chubby recalls.
Despite Constance not having been
involved in organized sports, Chubby
recognized immediately that the lithe
blond was athletically gifted. He would
soon get a glimpse of her internal drive.
Constance enjoyed playing tennis and
that, says her father, is where her competitive spirit first rose to the surface.
“She is scary on the tennis court and
has a killer instinct,” says Daniel. “She
doesn’t look very strong, but she’s actually quite strong. She took that with her
when she started riding horses.”
At dinner following the clinic,
Chubby asked Daniel if he had any idea
how talented his daughter was.
“It looked God-given to me,” Chubby
recalls. “She just reeked with horseman-

Constance and Chubby share mutual
goals for J5 Ranch and work well
together to develop horses that fit
their show and breeding ambitions.
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ship ability, but didn’t have that much
experience. She was very accomplished
in the way she rode that horse.”
With that assessment, father and
trainer determined Constance should go
to the United States where her talents
could be put to the test.
In 2009, she enrolled in fall classes at
Texas Christian University, due to its
proximity to Weatherford. Then
Constance and her dad expanded their
herd to include Explicit Lyrics by CD
Olena, Playful And Smart by Dulces
Smart Lena, and WR Bingolingo by
Bingo Hickory.
Father and daughter made their entré
into North American cutting a big one
with their first stop at the 2009 Calgary
Stampede.
“Daniel did great,” says Chubby. “He
won first place in the amateur on WR
Bingolingo, but Constance didn’t do so
well. That was the first time I ever saw
her get upset.
“It wasn’t like it was tears of disappointment. It was tears of anger,” the
trainer recalls. “She’s a competitor, for
sure, and she doesn’t like to lose. So for

me, it was a matter of getting her to
understand that she was going to have
these days and help her learn from them.”

Gaining Perspective
“I WORK A LOT BETTER WHEN I HAVE

goals,” Constance explains, “and, at that
time, I’m not sure I grasped the full concept of the sport. Everything I was doing
at that point was just learning – and I
didn’t want to disappoint anyone. Losing
made me feel like I wasn’t living up to
others people’s expectations – or mine.”
Certainly, the Jaeggis were investing a
lot in the sport and had the resources to do
it. As co-founder and president of
Mercuria Energy Partners, Daniel could
afford to mount his daughter on the right
horses. But that really wasn’t the point.
Nor was it that Constance was spoiled by
the horses she had at her disposal. The
challenge was getting her mental game to
work with her natural ability.
“Chubby was always pushing me, and
believing in me, telling me that I had
it,” she recalls. “I was striving to fulfill
what others were telling me I could do.”
Finding balance in the “striving” –

where the struggle could work in her
favor rather than overwhelm her – was
something Chubby had seen before.
“I had worked with a lot of people
over the years who let their emotions
get to them, but nobody with the kind
of talent she had,” says Chubby. “I figured out real quick that she didn’t know
she had the talent, but she had the competitiveness down.
“What I saw in her was balance better
than most, and she was doing things
way beyond her experience level,” he
continues. “It may be that she didn’t
want to disappoint anybody, but the
fact is, she didn’t like losing.”

Simplify, Simplify
AN ATHLETE THROUGH HIGH SCHOOL,

Chubby often compares the sport of
cutting to basketball. The horse and
rider are both the offense and defense,
and the objective is to keep the cow
from making it back into the herd. To
him, it’s simple. And Constance was
making it harder than it needed to be.
“You can take something that is awfully
simple and make it simply awful,” Chubby
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Constance and her father, Daniel Jaeggi, share a passion for
cutting. Daniel’s company sponsors the NCHA Mercuria series.

asserts. “It may not look simple – and I
wouldn’t call it easy – but you shouldn’t
make something harder than it is.”
Even though her balance in the saddle was exceptional, Chubby says he
had to fine-tune that balance so
Constance would have a sense of when
she needed to get out of her horse’s way.
“I tried to make things simpler for her
and to fine-tune the things she was
already doing well. She had good balance, but what she needed to learn was
how to use that balance to help the horse.
“Think of it as an athletic stance –
where you put your feet and your legs.
No matter if you play football, basketball or tennis, you have a stance.
“When a horse gets in trouble, you
can use that balance to get the horse
back where he needs to be because you
don’t get in his way,” Chubby explains.
“You know you’re out of balance when
the horse makes a move and you grab
and get tight and tense.
“Keep it simple. Remember your
stance,” this coach frequently reminds
his students.
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The young rider tended to overthink
the challenge, and Chubby continued
his work.
“Being the perfectionist Constance is,
she would hate to mess up and would
dwell on it longer than she should,” he
says. “I always tried to keep her relaxed.
I always told her she had unbelievable
ability because I wanted her to realize
that she was learning how to shape that
ability and learn to feed off what was
inside her.
“It’s the same with a horse. There are
a lot of them that cut, but few of them
that really can. Same with people. There
are a lot who compete, but few who
really can keep their balance and really
cut. I told Daniel that if he kept her
mounted, she would do well because
she really loved it.”

Other Major Emotions
CONSTANCE’S OTHER MAJOR OBSTACLE

was homesickness.
“There was a big transition between
Europe and here that first year, because
competition was so much more advanced
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here,” she says of coming to the States.
“Even though I was homesick, cutting
grounded me because I was riding five or
six horses. After I got started, I don’t
think I thought about ever going home.”
Despite her challenges, in her first
year of competition in the United
States, Constance netted more than
$20,000, nearly 10 times her earnings
in Europe. She scored her biggest
check for more than $4,900 on Starcat
Merada by High Brow Cat, tying for
reserve amateur champion at the
NCHA Summer Spectacular. Constance
also reached the finals of the NCHA
Futurity aboard Mamaws Little Pepto
by Hes A Peptospoonful. She was
named NCHA’s 2009 Aged Event
Amateur Rookie of the Year, the only
goal she did not aspire to.
“I think I was completely uninhibited
at the beginning because I didn’t know
anything about the people I was riding
against or their horses, so I wasn’t very
impressionable,” Constance says.
She continued her studies in marketing at TCU, and during the week, she
trekked the 100-mile roundtrip from
campus to Weatherford. She also spent
her weekends traveling from Fort
Worth to Chubby’s facility at Silverado
on the Brazos.
“I don’t think I was the typical college student,” she admits. “I did go to a
few football games and such, but I was
more focused on the riding.

Growing Commitment
DESPITE HER REMARKABLE SUCCESS, “WE

did have to continue dealing with the
emotions,” Chubby admits.
“Nobody likes to lose and, with her
spirit and natural gift, I think losing
was that much harder because, as she
said, she felt like she should be able to
accomplish more. So I would talk to
her, calm her down and encourage her.”
The horses played an important role
in building Constance’s confidence.
“We’re very fortunate that we’re able
to get the kind of horses we need to
reach our goals,” says Chubby. “There
is no denying cutting is an expensive
sport, but sometimes it’s actually less
expensive in the long run to spend the
money on a horse you are more likely
to win on than on something that’s
more affordable.”
And mounted she was.
Constance spent the majority of 2010
riding Explicit Lyrics and Kool Arista
Cat (by Cats Merada). She also acquired
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The J5 Ranch is a direct result of the
Jaeggis’ commitment to breeding high-quality
performance horses. The family purchased
160 acres near Weatherford, Texas, in 2010.
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Like many Europeans, the Jaeggis have an affinity for the western
lifestyle, and the ranch buildings and furnishings reflect that.

Dual R Smokin by Dual Rey who would
become the J5 Ranch’s hallmark stallion.
She exceeded $84,000 in earnings.
That year, the Jaeggis also purchased
160 acres of land northwest of
Weatherford to begin the J5 Ranch. By
2011, they had transformed it into a
cutting mecca by adding an arena with
attached apartments and a saloon. Using
barn wood collected throughout the
country, the facility features the western
feel the Jaeggis had come to relish and
featured two nearly life-size paintings of
Constance and Daniel on their favorite
mounts by renowned western artist
Roger Langford.
While the trappings of success are
all well and good, the fact is, if the
inside doesn’t match the outside, the
façade is short-lived. Constance credits
Chubby with keeping her grounded
and focused on the real objective –
finding her own sense of satisfaction in
the achievement of goals.
From 2011 to 2013, the duo kept to
the plan of developing Constance’s
skills along with the ranch, plus there
was still the matter of her college education. By this time, Mercuria Energy
had solidified its role as the title sponsor of the NCHA World Series of
Cutting and the World Finals, giving
the team an annual focus as she completed her studies toward a degree in
business marketing with a minor in
energy trading.
In the meantime, Chubby was working to acquire a stable of mares that
would cross well with Dual R Smokin.
Among them was a little bay roan
named One Time Choice, a daughter of
One Time Pepto and out of Hickory
Choice by SR Instance Choice.
By 2013, three goals had been accomplished, as Constance graduated from
TCU, made the top 15 in the NCHA
world non-pro standings riding
Montanas Cougar, and with One Time
Choice taking the NCHA open world
champion title under Chubby with
more than $122,000 in earnings.
With graduation behind her, 2014
began with a new set of goals. Constance
could now focus full time on becoming
an NCHA world champion. However,
it would take the biggest clash she ever
had with Chubby to get her there.
“I never yelled at her,” the horseman
clarifies. “You’ve got to be objective
when you’re working with somebody
and make sure they get what you are
trying to teach them.
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Chubby says Constance Jaeggi is dedicated, driven and one
of the most naturally balanced riders he has ever coached.
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“Yelling doesn’t do that. It’s just one
emotion creating other emotions,”
Chubby says.
“There does come a time, though,
when what you’re trying to get across
isn’t working and you need to go another direction,” he explains.
Constance remembers it well.
“He never really got on to me when
we were at a competition, but here at
the ranch, I was getting upset. I just
told him I felt like it was all going to
hell. I was doing a lot of crying and getting discouraged. I remember I was
walking back into the barn and Chubby
asked me if I was ready for the next one.
So, I gave him some attitude and he
very firmly told me that I needed to get
a hold of myself because I wasn’t going
to win it like this. This negative attitude wasn’t helping.
“I think in my case, I was completely
immersed in it because that was all I
did,” she recalls. “I had to have someone
constantly on top of me, encouraging
me, pushing me and telling me I could
do it. It’s such a mental game.”
One might think that moving from
amateur into the tougher non-pro arena
would add pressure, but Constance and
Chubby agree that wasn’t the case.
“I would say that people who think
that way about competition are thinking the wrong thing,” says Chubby. “It
doesn’t matter if you’re walking into
the herd for the first time or the 4 millionth time, like me, you’re still going
to have the same nerves that you’ve got
to control, the same obstacles that
you’re going to have to endure.
“Have a positive thought in your
brain to keep things simple,” he advises. “Know what your job is and don’t
get overwhelmed with it.”
Saguaro Ichi, who had won the
NCHA novice horse world championship in 2013, was Constance’s mount
for the world championship milestone.
By Cat Ichi and out of Playboys Heidi
by Freckles Playboy, Saguaro Ichi rode
the highway with Constance, and the
mettle of competitor and horse were
truly tested.
“When you’re hauling all night to get
somewhere, your nerves are on edge.
Maybe your horse isn’t doing as well as
he should. But the last thing you need to
do is blow up,” says Chubby, who was
simultaneously hauling One Time
Choice in a bid for a second world title.
“I told her there were going to be as
many good times as there were bad.

Constance Jaeggi achieved a major goal when she won an NCHA non-pro world championship
in 2014. Saugaro Ichi was one of the horses who helped her accrue more than $128,000.

“People don’t realize how it devastates me when it’s not working, and I
have to have long talks with myself,”
he reveals.
“You have to remember: It’s you, and
the horse, and the cow. So there’s a very
different team aspect to this that you
have to think about. With you, it’s your
balance on the horse. With the horse, it’s
helping that horse learn how to use its
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center of balance to handle that cow,”
Chubby explains.
The road map was set. Haul, keep it
together, make a plan, work the plan –
and do it again. By the end of 2014,
Constance and Saguaro Ichi had earned
more than $128,000 to take the world
championship. Chubby and One Time
Choice took their second world title with
nearly $150,000 in earnings.

Through the years, Chubby and his
wife, Ginger, have gone from having a
client/trainer relationship with Constance,
to being almost surrogate parents to
the now 25-year-old, with all the rights
and privileges thereunto, including
the discipline, affection, celebration
and tears that most parents experience.
Constance, the only daughter of Daniel
and Francesca Jaeggi’s three children,
remains highly focused on seeing the
J5 become a key breeder in cutting, a
goal she shares with her father, who
regularly visits the States with his wife
to see her.
“One thing I am happy with is that I
always stayed focused on what I was
doing rather than worry about what
someone else might be doing,” Constance
says. “That was something instilled in
me by Chubby. It was never about beating someone else. It was always about
doing the best you could do with the
horse in that situation.”
Julie Johnson Bryant is a special contributor
to AQHA’s Performance Horse Journal
and the owner of Latigo & Associates in Fort
Worth, Texas. To comment on this article,
send your email to aqhajrnl@aqha.org.

Since that special world championship
year, Constance and Chubby have
remained a constant in the Mercuria
World Series of Cutting and NCHA aged
events with Constance earning her second highest career year-end total in 2015
with more than $111,000. She was named
to the NCHA Non-Pro Hall of Fame.
That same year, while attending the
premier of “American Hustle” with
Stephanie Roven, a fellow cutter and wife
of producer Charles Roven, Constance
met Dallas attorney Nick Davis whom
she will marry in July in France.
Even though her fiancé has “nothing
to do with the horses,” Constance and
Chubby note that he is very supportive of
her goals, being the grandson of cutting
horse owners. If it were not for cutting,
they likely would never have met.

With Chubby Turner, “keep it simple” is a mantra that many would-be cutters seem to have
trouble with when it comes to keeping their balance.
“Think of it like this,” he says. “If the horse were a tablecloth and I were to jerk that
horse out from under you, you should fall to the ground in the balanced stance you need
to have in order to let the horse do what he needs to do.”
Just what is that balanced stance? To this expert, it’s toes slightly turned out, knees
bent, and shoulders aligned with the hips. Chubby says you can look at almost any athlete
– be they tennis player, weight lifter, football player – and you’ll find them all with the
same stance.
“The more I have taught this, and the more I have looked at other sports, the more I’ve
realized it’s all the same,” he explains.
“But you have to remember it’s a three-step process in cutting: Cow moves. Horse
follows cow. Rider follows horse. It’s not like you count a second or two. It’s almost
imperceptible, but if you try to follow the cow with your body before your horse does, then
you’re getting in that horse’s way.”
Chubby says that when you have good balance, rather than gripping the saddle with
your legs and getting tense, you’ll feel the saddle floating underneath you.
“You might say I’m kind of slouchy when I’m in the saddle because I am figuratively
putting my shoulders on my hips, keeping my toes out and pushing into the saddle horn to
maintain that stance. Look at baseball players and the way they slouch in their stance,
getting ready to swing. It’s the same thing. Feet apart, toes turned out, knees bent and
shoulders lined up with the hips.”
Because horses respond to weight, Chubby says that being the rider your horse needs
you to be requires you to understand how the horse will respond to your weight.
“That horse is going to move away from the weight, so if you lean to the left, he’s going
to move away to the right. That’s why you constantly hear cutting horse trainers telling
their clients not to lean. It’s because that horse is doing what it knows to do, move away.
So, if you are leaning forward over the horse, he’ll try to back up. If you lean to the left or
right toward the cow, he’s going to go the other direction.”
COURTESY O F J 5 RANC H

WHERE
CUTTING TIES
CAN TAKE YOU

LEARN TO FLOAT

Even in a relaxed moment, Constance maintains an athletic
“stance” in the saddle, which allows her to float atop her horse.
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